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Rifle team gets the cut
In order to meet their three per- on being the underdog. Until this
cent budget reduction, the depart- · happened not many people knew
ment decided to discontinue the rifle there was a rifle team. And w.e bring
home a trophy from the NCAA's
The Xavier rifle team has been .program.
!'Obviously that has been an ex- every year," Kerr said.
discontinued following the 2004Xavier is one of only two rifle
05 season due to departmental tremely difficult decision. Anytiml?
you discontinue a sport it's tragic teams in the nation to finish in the
budget cuts.
"Last year the university, in the for the students, for the alumni, and top five in the last five NCAA Tourstrategic planning process, decided for the entire department as well," naments and had 17 shooters win
51 All-American honor~. The team
each department on campus was to she said.
reduce 3-5 percent of their budget, .
"This was a really difficult deci- can also boast two 2000 Olympic
in essence, to give back to the uni~ sion, and for me personally, I've shooters and one 2004 Olympic
versity for strategic initiatives,'' known a number of the rifle student shooter.
In light ofi:his success, the team
said athletic director Dawn Rogers. athletes through the student athlete
was shocked that their program
According to Rogers, the ath- advisory council."
"Whil.e I defend my decision be- was .discontinued.
letic department considered every
"It was something no one would
available alternative to discontinu- cause it's one I-had to make, it's not
one.I liked to have to make. I feel have ever expected. Other teams
ing the team.
"We looked at any different way for them. They have represented the have been shut down, but their proto reduce our budget; every ex- university well and they are great . grams weren't as successful as
pense line was reviewed," she said. students. They're great young men ours," Kerr said.
.
The athletic department consid- and women." .
"We sacrificed other schools to
ered cutting funds from each pro- ·
"In the long run strategic initia- come here. Some of us turned down
gram in order to reduce three per- tives will move the university for- full scholarships to come here,"
cent of their total budget, but they ward but for those student athletes junior Alice Reed said.
None of the team members live
found that to be impractical.
it's something that hasn't been fair
"When you look at what it for them,'' Rogers said:
near Cincinnati. All moved five to
would do to other programs, it
The final decision was made over fifteen hours.from home to attend
would put us at a competitive dis- the summer; around the transitional Xavier and be part of the rifle proadvantage," Rogers said.
period when Rogers took over the gram.
A majority of the teams are al- role of athletic director.
"All of us have been shooting
ready operating at a minimum posThe rifle team has found support since we were little. We didn't have
sible budget, according to Rogers. from alumni, the Student Govern- a life, it's all we've ever done, "
Furt~er cutting their budgets
ment Associatfon and, even those said freshman Ashfoy Skeuse.
1'Since I started shooting, this
would make it difficult for them tq outside the Xavier community.
schedule a significant number of
There is a· petition with over 1500 is where I wanted fo go to college,"
··· · ·
·
matches, travel outside the region, signatures·· Circulating on the she said ·
and possibly create scheduling dif- internet asking the university to re. · According to Rogers,' the stuficulties.
consider its decision~
dents are free to. transfer to other
''The teams are perforrning ex"Everyone is shocked about it. school.s to continue their shooting
tremely .well in the conference with It's not just at Xavier," said senior competition, though they will still
less resources than other schools," Hannah Kerr.·
receive their athletic aid if they
Rogers said.
· "We've always prided ourselves choose to remain at Xavier.
"The juniors don't really have
a choice. For the sophomores, it's
a fifty-fifty decision. The freshmen
are really the only ones with a real
choice," said Reed.
The team had been recruiting
for next year when they were informed there wouldn't.be a team ..
"Two of the best recruits in the
nation were going to come here.
They had met with admissions and
everything," Skeuse said.
One potential recruit had inet
the 'team and toured campus with
'team members the day before they
were informed of the athletic
department's decision.
"In recruiting, a big thing they
.
.
.PHOTO PROVIDED BY THE XAVIER .RIFLE TEAM
sold to the freshmen was how solid
The rifle team kneels to shoot during a recent competition.
the program ~as and how it
BY TARA.DIXON

Senior News Writer
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Members of the Xavier Rifle team found out recently that their
sport will not .be back neXt year at Xavier because of the budget.
wouldn't get di:opped," said freshman Daniel Ault.
Rogers informed the Student
Government Association of the decision ,at. the Senate· meeting on
Nov.29.
"The only real reason she gave·
us was that it .was due to department wide budget cuts. When we
asked how it affected other teams
or what else. could be done, she
kind of ignored or skated around
the topic,'' said Senator junior Crystal Fry.
·
"When she talked to us it was a
different story from when she
talked to the team/' Fry said. ·
The team has explored the possibility of b~coming a club spqrt,
but any decisions· foi: the future
have been put on hold until a later
date.
If they did become a club sport,

PAGE7

the team could not compete in
NCAA competitions at the level
they are qualified.and' accustomed
to. They would also have to use
different practise facilities.
''SGA has heard from all key
administrators involved in the termination of the rifle program.
"More so, we have heard from
the members of the rifle team and
countless students who strongly
disagree with said decision," said
SGA President senior Andy
Gibso~.

"SGA, while recognizing the
reasoning
behind
the
administration's decision, also
strongly disagrees with the decision ·to terminate Xavier's most
decorated and arguably most successful varsity sport, our rifle program," Gibson said.

,.
!

.
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Members of the rifle team take aim during a competition.
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Christmas is
coming to campus
The Sally Watson Christmas
tree will be lit at 7 p.m. Wednesday on the academic mall. Performances by the Xavier Gospel
Choir, Xavier Singers and Cincinnati Hills Christian Academy
Choir will open the festivities,
...
followed by a speech by Father
Michael Graham, S.J. and the official lighting of the tree. Come
and enjoy free hot chocolate and
cookies afterward in the Gallagher
Student Center.

Hug a Jesuit
Alternative Breaks Club is offering students a chance to bond
with their favorite Jesuits. Students can have their pictures
taken with their Jesuit of choice
in honor of the holiday season.
Between 7 and 10 p.m. Wednesday, head to the fireplace in
Gallagher Student Center. All proceeds will benefit the Alternative
Spring Break group traveling to.
Ukraine this Spring.

Clothing Drive
Xavier's Saint Vincent DePaul
Society is collecting clothing and .
coats on campus during the holiday season. Donation boxes will
be located in the dorms, Alter Hall,
Hinkle-. Hall and Bellarmine
Chapel. Students are encouraged
to clean out their closets for this
good cause. For more information,
call 924-5654.

Food for fines
Until Dec. 17, the library will.
accept canned goods and other
non-perishable food items as payment for overdue fines. One food
item equals one dollar of fines, so
get out your grocery coupons and
shop wisely. All items will be donated to the Oakley Food Bank.
Please bring your donations to the
circulation desk in the library.

New library hours
The library willclose at midnight Sunday through Thursday
beginning Jan. 10, 2oq_5, in the
interest of improving the safety
and security of our students and
staff. The library will continue to
close at I a.m. the week before and
the w~ek of finals.

Correction:
In the November I 0 issue of the Newswire there
was a fact in the staff editorial that was untrue.
Chief Couch did say at
the Student Senate that he
was ~orry if any student
was upset becuase of his
comments.
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Sudan natives addreSs conflict
.

.

JACQUIE BERTING
Contributing Writer

On Tuesday, Nov. 30, Oliver
Mogga and William Aleu attended
Xavier's Justice club meeting at the
Dorothy Day house to describe their
firsthand experiences with the conflict in Africa's largest country,
Sudan and to inspire students into
action.
Mogga is originally from Sudan
and has been living and studying
in the Uniteg States for the last seven
years. He currently holds a doctorate fo educational leadership.
Aleµ is a Sudanese refugee who
has been living in the U.S. for about
a year and spoke to the group via a
translator.
Mogga began his speech with
some background about Sudan and
its history of conflicts.
Shortly after gaining its independence from Britain and ·Egypt in
1956, a civil war lasting 17 years
broke out in Sudan between the
North, inhabited predominantly by
Muslims of Arabic descent, and the
South, inhabited mostly by people
of African descent.
In 1972, a temporary peace
agreement was passed, and the.
South became a self-governing region ..
In 1983, the North imposed
Shari'ah Law, which subjected all
Sudanese people to Islamic principles.
The South resisted this government action, and the war was
reinitiated. This war is still being
fought today.
The situation has become. increasingly worse in the Darfur region of Sudan since 2003, where,
according to the BBC News
website, "Pro-governmentArab militias are accused of ethnic cleansing and even genocide against the
region's black African popu\ation."
This latest conflict resulted when
the people of Darfur felt left out of
the peace agreement made in 2002,
which proclaimed the war would
cease in six years· when the South
becomes an independent state.
"Over 2 million people have
died, and thousands have fled
Sudan to places such as Kenya,
Egypt, and Uganda, and all over the
world.
"There have been devastating ef-

.

,

.

•
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William Aleu spoke before members of the Justice club meeting about the conflict in his native
country last Tuesday, offeri.ng his personal experiences as testimony to the unrest in Sudan.

fects on resources as well as people,"
said Mogga.
When aske~ about his relationship with his country, Mogga responded that it is very difficult to
communicate with people from
home.

tion from the U.S. government has
somewhat irnproved the situation
in Sudan.
He claims that it is effective
"when outsiders step in and make
some noise, but the moment you
relax, the government [in Sudan]

A closer look .at the conflict in Sudan
- A 19-year civil war between northern government troops and south
ern rebels has claimed nearly 2 million 'lives and displaced .
more than 4 million people within the cou'ntry. ·
· · ·. ··
- The Sudanese government tolerates slavery - militia forces have
enslaved thousands of women and children from central and
southern Sudan.
. - 3 million people were at risk of starvation in 2001 as estimated by
the World Fo.od Program.
- Government-allied militfas have employed a policy of mass rape
targeting civilian women in central and southern Sudan.
His only family member still in goes back to what it was doing.
Sudan is his sister, with whom he The way the U.S. went into Iraq, if
has been unable to communicate they would have done that in
since 1992 due to the government's Sudan, I would have been very
happy."
monitoring of her phone calls.
Mogga feels that if more for- ·
Mogga is able to keep in touch
with his wife and children, who still eign intervention was to take place
. in Sudan, the current regime would
reside in Kenya.
"In terms of going back to collapse.
"What we need to do is to reSudan, no way unless there is a revolution," said Mogga.
ally convince the world through
Mogga believes that interven- the United Nations to force the

Sudanese government to stop the
atrocities," he said.
Aleu described some of these
atrocities from personal experience.
When he was young, his father was
killed by the government militia
and Aleu was enslaved for two years.
He managed to escape and lived
with his brother in another part of
the country.
The two brothers, along with sev. eraLcolleagues, attempted to escape
to Ethiopia, but were caught.
Some were killed, but Aleu and
the rest were blindfolded, beaten,
and interrogated for weeks before
they escaped to Egypt.
During his three year stay in
Egypt, Aleu visited the United Nations to obtain official documents
and was recognized as a refugee.
He applied to come to the United
S~ates and was granted his request
about one year ago.
Both Aleu and Mogga agreed
that a peaceful Sudan is possible if
the South becomes independent, but
that independence is unlikely to
occur in the near future.
"Becoming an independent state
is the solution to the conflict, but it
is not a simple solution. Many agree}llents have been dishonored, and
given that history, I have grown to
be pessimistic," said Mogga. ·

Police Notes
Nov. 29, 10:30 a.m. - A student reported someone struck her
vehicle while parked in the South
lot.

Dec. 1, 11:20 p.m. -A student
reported the theft of an instrument
stand from the band room in the second floor of Edgecliff Hall.

Dec. 3, i0:40 p.m. -Two students were Cited for the underage
consumption of alcohol when they
were observed.arguing on University Drive.

Dec. 2, 12:30 p.m. - Campus
Police stopped two non-student ju- . · Dec. 4, 9:15 p.m.-'- Campus
dent reported the theft of $42 in
veniles who happened to be injured Police investigated an unauthocash from his locked room in · near the intersection·ofDanaAvenue rized alcohol_ event on the second
Kuhlman Hall sometime during
and Montgomery Avenue. Investi- floor of the Gallagher Student Cengation
determined that one of the ter.
Thanksgiving break.
juveniles was a· runaway from
Covington, KY.

Nov. 29, 11:20 a.m. - A stu-

Dec. ,5, 4:45 a;m. _..:,. Campus·
Nov. 30, 12:45 p.m. - A stuDec. 2, }0:20 p.m. __;,Campus .
dent r~ported the theft of $25 in
Police and Cincinnati .. EMS · Police discovered several vehicles
· cash and several blank checks . checked upon an intoxicated stuwith brok.e.n side:v.iew mi,rrors
·parked in the·R-2 lot.•
from his locked room in Husman : dent in Husman Hall. :
Hall.

Dec. 7, 1:05 a.m. -A student
was cited for possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia in
Brockman Hall.
·
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College. Frjends ·give Campus News
youth reason to smile study corner
MARIA SHEERAN
Contributing Wri(er
Some underprivileged kids in
town are looking to Xavier students·
as role models, through the work of
the College Friends Club.
College Friends continues to·
make a positive impact on the lives·
of children at two local elementary
schools by holding after~school
events.
Board members say it's all about
providing the kids with fun activities in a safe environment, opportunities they may never have otherwise.
"It's college students mentoring
some younger kids," said College
Friends President senior Brian
Fallen.
"We try to help these kids out as
much as we can, by giving them
something to do after school, and
just letting them have a blast."
"Some of [the children's] parents
are having a hard time making ends
meet, so [the club] is a positive influence for them,'' said senior Emily
Matts, College Friends Public Relations Coordinator. ·
Follen took over· the club last
year, and gave it some more structure, aiming to hold at least three
events per school year.
The most recent outing was last
Friday, at the Fun Factory roller skating rink in Norwood.About 50 children from Rothenberg Elementary
in Over-the-Rhine and St. Francis

or-treating, and took them around
campus to the dorms.
Last spring, the club held a field
day on the Greenspace where the
children could ·run around, play
games and let loose.
Follen said field day was a real
tr~at for some of the kids, whose
schools don.'t have any green
space on campus, or are located in
dangerous parts of town.
The club will soon begin ·plans
for its final event for t~e year, possibly another field day, to be held
next semester.
All three College Friends board
members are seniors, so they are
working to keep the club's bond
with the community going strong
into next school year. ·
In addition to its work with the
two s·chools, the club is looking to
team up with a third school,
Hoffman Elementary i~ Evanston.
The goal is to get more college
students involved there, possibly
to help jump start an after-school
program.
·Follen said the schools encourage college students to spend time
with their children, and serve as
· positive examples.
"It's about seeing someone
there who has it together;" Follen
said, "These kids don't always get
. to see that, and it's important they
do."
For more information about
College Friends, email the club at
xucollegefriends~yahoo ..com.

de Sales School in Walnut Hills·
turned out for skating, music, and
pizza.
"We all had a great time, and it
meant a lot to the kids, since some
of them don't get the support frorri
their parents," said senior Mary
Martini, College Friends member.
"It was even hard to get some of the
·kids back on the bus."
The club provides transportation for the children to each event.
Everything is free of charge for
the .kids as well as the Xavier stu- .
dents.

·U/e all had a great
tim~, and it meant a
lot to the kids, since
some·ofthem don't get
the supportfrom their
parents.
-Mary Martini
Senior

The club limits the participating schools to Rothenberg and St.
Francis to deepen the relationships
between Xavier students and the
children.
This past Halloween,. College
Friends wanted to provide the kids
with a safe environment for trick-

Campus.News would like to
wish everyone a happy and
peaceful holiday.
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Senior Brigid McGivern spends time in the Art Departm·ent's Cohen
Graphics Lab, perfecting her end-of-semester assignments

NEWSWIRE PHOTO TAKEN BY CHRISTINA BLUST

Junior Stephen Winnike diligently studies his
notes in preparation for his upcoming exams
Xavier University's .Health and Counseling Center Presents:

~ood

·for thoughts

How you eat can impact your energy level and thinking. Here
are a few tips to help you make the grade during finals week:
Eat a good breakfast Studies have found that people who eat breakfast think
faster and more clearly, have quicker reaction times, and better memory and
retention than non-breakfast eaters. Make sure that your breakfast includes a
complex grain such as oatmeal or whole-wheat toast. Include some protein
like an egg, peanut butter, or milk, plus fruit to round out your meal.
Don't go longer than four hours between meals Your blood sugar begins to
drop, causing irritability and fatigue. Many students who habitually skip
meals compensate by drinking lots of caffeinated beverages. While caffeine is
a great energy booster, it can also disrupt sleep and this can result in mental
fatigue and sluggishness.

And.in case you.were wondering, all
we really want for Christmas is a bunch
·of amazin.gly talented.new.writers, so.
send an.: email 9ur way at
newswire-news@xavier.edu.

Pick brightly colored fruits and vegetables One study found that cognition
remained high throughout life when people consumed lots of food rich in
beta-carotene (vitamin A). Good sources ofvitamin A include carrots, sweet
potatoes, cantaloupe, spinach and peaches.
Make sure you get your B vitamins# Deficiencies of folic acid, viramin BI,
vitamin B6 and vitamin Bl2 can lead to poor concentration and reduced
learning ability. Eat foods such as whole grains, oranges, spinach, dried
beans, bananas, lowfat dairy produces, and lean meats.
Stay hyd.rated Drink lots ofwater and other liquids, but limit or avoid alcohol
consumption as chronic and heaVy al~ohol use can cause, among other things,
a deficiency of vitamin Bl.

Rebecca Berman, RD
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External Relations Diversity Committee
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After discussions with X~vier Allia~ce, Black Student ·
Association, G.O:A.L., International Student Society,
Muslim. Student Association, South Asian Society, Student
Organization of .·Latinos, and Take Back the Night;
External Diversity Relations Committee received the
following ideas on how Xavier can improve diversity
awareness:

ANDY GIBSON, SGA PRESIDENT
As previously reported, in.order to meet the needs and
.demands for all students concerning the climate of diversity on campus, the Student Senate has beeri examining (1)
Xavier University from the perspective of its students, and
(2) Senate itself, in order to gauge where we are and where
we need to be for promoting and creating a climate that
embraces and accepts diversity. This has been tackled by
the work of two committees. Below are the committees'
updates.
·

·•
•
•

Discrimination/Harassment
Prevention and Response Committee
The· Discrimination/Harassment Prevention and
Response Commi.ttee is working diligently to change
Senate's infrastructure to more effectively address
diversity. Members of .this committee brainstormed
pro-active responses, compared the Xavier University SGA
structure and approach to ·diversity to those of student
· governments at similar and competitive institiltioris, and
pursued .discussions . with certain Xavier faculty and
administration regarding div.ersity on campus and the· role
SGA should play in that process.
Through hours of tesearch and discussion, the
Discrimination/Harassment · Prevention and Response
Committee has made an inform41 recomme11dation .to
Senate regarding the creation bf a new student position
within SGA to oversee· and guide diversity issues within
th~ student body .

•

•

•
•

Implement mandatory diversity training for all faculty.
Make the· EPU class a three credit hour course ·that is
graded on.the regular scale, as opposed to pass/fail.'
Maintain better contact between SGA and its ·
recognized clubs.
Establish communication between t~e Office of
. Multicultural Affairs and the Roniero Center and
-·encourage each entity to become more inclusive.
Do not limit diversity discussions to black and white
·. students, while also remembering that this committee
was begun to meet the needs of black students ..
Integrate more diverse courses into the curriculum.
Make multifarious students interact; do not just throw
them together and expect them to mingle.

Senate's diversity committees will combine into one
group that will continue to work on diversity is~ues fol. ·lowing the Holiday Break. .This new committee will further investigate !}lese clubs' ideas and look into making
perm4nent changes to SGA's infrlistruct~e. Senate will
keep students posted oii further decisions this committee
m~es.
·

. The following Senators and SACers have announced their
resignations
effective
at the end of.the·. Fall 2004 Semester:
.
.
.

to the Cincinnati (CVG) Airport
Registration: Submit an .email with your name, local phone
number, the time of the shuttle on which you would like to
depart, and the time of the shuttle on which you would like to
return to: mallishj@xavier.edu.
Limited seats--first come, first serve~

Registration deadline: 5:00 PIVl"Mon., Dec.13
Questions? Contact Heidi Mallis at x3094.

DEPARTURES:

ARRIVALS:

WED, THUR, FRI

SUNDAY
JAN.9

DEC. 15~ 16,-17
8 AM, 12 NOON, 4 PM

2 PM, 4 PM, 6 PM, 8 PM, 10 PM·

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
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Get a $10 Cincinnati Mills
·.Gift Card.whenyou spend $100
· ·at any of these stores.
.

.

· Aerop_ostale
·Forever 21
Charlotte Russe
American_ Eagle Outfitters
Guess Factory_ Store
.

'

'

· .. Bring receipts to the 1.nfo Center to red·eem gift card.
·Only same-day store r-eceipts now through
· December 24, 2004. while supp·lies last..

···

. Visit www.cincinnatimi'.lls.com for
special holiday shopping hours.
.

.··Where

.

Great Shopping. lives:··
•,

.

Take
1-275 Exit 39 (Winton Road), 513-671.;7467, www.cincinnatimills.com
. .
'

*Cinci~L~~
.

'
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According·to
....

Nora •••

MYSELF, MY
PARENTS,. MY VISA
.. "

NEWSWIRE-OPED@XAVIER.EDU

NORA MCINERNY

it out of tny reach and in the care of tried to pity me, I had spent the sethe friendly folks at Wells Fargo.
mester buying gifts for myself.
Then, I came to college... My
Spending a semester in London ·
mom and dad gave me a huge · did not help my financial situation..
.speech about being a 'responsible · The exchange rate cancelled out all
adult, about taking hold of my fi- of my new self-control. When I arWhew, these are stressful times. litically active than we ever'
nancial destiny, anq consequently rived in London, the exchange rate
Finals, projects, papers and Christ- .thought possibfo, ·SGA seemed· on.
placec:I a Wells Fargo Visa Check - was roughly $2 to one pound stermas shopping on top of all of that is the brink of implosion, only to ·
College is the one time in life Card in my greedy little hands. Oh, ling, and I was ·paralyzed by the
enough to stress out any college work through their differences, and when you can have $15.63 in your I was in charge of my financial des- 'sticker shock that came with douXavier hosted their first rap concert bank account and are still rest as- tiny all right, and itwas like being bling the price of everything in
student.
But, we here at the Newswire in seyeral years.
sured that you will have food in the captain of a burning, sinking sight.
_
We saw· student~ being attacked your stomach and a roof over your ship. Suddenly, I didn't have to ask
think it is important for you to realI learned to do without regular
on Dana Avenue in a head. Of course, the roof over your my dad if I could have my own shopping trips. I stood idly in
ize that th~ semester
stores, gazing longingly at items
way that surpassed head might be leaky and infested
is almost over, and
with
spiders,
and
the
'food
might
that would be within my reach if
the usual mugging,
acknowledge what
and witnessed a unithat means to you.
"/
C
versity and student
For many freshgovernment rally
men, it's the first
··Now, most people are accus"1,~~l{i~t\ttle .cantell you a pair-of Long and
,.,,,
· Leans from The Gap should not cost
·together to do tamed to zoning out at the mere
extended time
their
best
to
pro.
home - a time to
mention of the whole "broke col$100. But, there were certain things
·tect students.
lege student" sob story, but the truth
that I could· not do without. A can
visit old friends
We're sure is, I wasn't always a washed-up
of Diet Coke, my addiction and first
and take a well
love, was $2 at the corner store. A
dBeser~~d·b reak.
you've taken babysitter with a credit card probut, it s a so a
Jj c.
enough personal lem. In my youth (I'm talking about mon;y!tif~fi'li~{ifg-ifMTuing.
public transportation pass was $110 ·
I could buy· whatever my little a month.
·
time to realize·
memories from the early 90s) I was loaded. Comhow much you've
four months to munion,.~onfirmatiori, my 13th heart desired. And I did. The
Apintofbeerwas$6,andaplate
changed
and
fill a book, be- ·Birthday, my 16th birthday, and my interriet became my new best . of greasy pub food was about $16.
cause all of us high school graduation are all ex- friend. It gave me whatever I · With handouts from my parents and
grown in ju~t a
on the staff amples. These milestones had one wanted whenever I wanted it. Whiie. plenty of swipes on my credit card,
few short months. "·
We bet your colcould probably thing in common __;,, fat checks.
I was wreaking havoc on my bank I made it through six months in one
Saving money, however, wasn't account, my dad was perusing oqhe most expensive cities in the
lege experience has been very dif- fill a library.
Just don't forget that there is still in my nature. I was the kind of kid through my statements at home in world with great memories •. invaluferent from your friends', who attend a large state school. Or heck, a semester left in the year. And that who did everything 110 percent.
Minnesota. Oops. My secret was able experiences and a mountain
If my mom gave me ice cream, I out.
of debt.
even a school with a football team. the r_oommate who can hardly look
For sophomores and juniors, this at you without getting angry prob- ate it all in three bites and licked
I suddenly found it hard to jusBack in the land of the sale and
is a bit more familiar. The end of ably won't feel· like that after not the bowl c.lean. If my brother tify buying four new pairs ofjeans the home of the discount, word of
college is not in sight yet: you know seeing you for three weeks.
wanted the remote, I would fight in a month and getting highlights my spendy ways had spread. My
your friends have changed and you
Or maybe they w_ill, in which him for it, and if I had cash in my for $120. My dad wasn't buying . · mailbox in Minnesota was filled
are probably looking forward to just case, we hope your friends have . han~. I'wanted to spend it.
· the excuse that, "My legs are just · with credit c.ard offers saying I had
comfy couches:·
·;·
relaxing.
My father Had· thwarted my) ·really fong; D~d, yoi.i don't under- been pre-~ppro.ved, which ·is an-.
the seniors.
Anyway; the pointis that we frivolous n!lture': by keeping my-. · stand ..: · "· ,r;, "· ·' ·' '·'' , ,:. " · • '· ·· other. way'. .qfsaying, ;'you ;re the
And, then there
There's only one more semester want everyone to love the first half mother's name on my bank ac"I need 'those jeans _,.. all of kind of sucker we're looking for!"
to have fun· and love your Xavier of the year, but be ready for the sec- count. The money was' rolling in, them. And, my roots were show~ Still, thos~ words were comforting.
life. Scary? Probably. Exciting? ond half.
and because my mom had control ing, but now my hair looks great Sure •. I had blown my money and
disappointed my parents. .
Oh yeah. Sad? Definitely.
We're ready for another semes- over the account, it was staying in. - I swear.". .
Everyone shouldn't forget to ter of bringing you the news from In high school, ·1 had so much
That Christmas, I watched my
But, Visa would still be there for
look back on the semester and think around campus, ticking off SGA, money I didn't know what to do · family open their gifts. There was me .. No matter what anyone else
about the things that happened in covering our campus sports and with it..
nothing· under the tree with my rriay say, Visa .will always, always
the world. Iraq seems to take just as . doing our best to entertain you with
My parents, however, knew ex- name on it, because, as my father approve.
many steps backwards as. it does movie reviews and calendar city.
actly what to do with it: they kept ·was quick to remind anyone who
So have a safe trip home, may .
forward, we re-elected a president,
and the Red Sox won the World you have a wonderful Chi-istinas, a
happy Hannukah,jubilant Kwanz~
Series.
But don't forget what happened and we hope you had a fabulous
As Pre~ident Graham so elo- this university in extraordinary brought to this university and the
on campus: Students got more po- Ramadaan. God bless.
quently states. in .his 2004 fashion and portrayed Xavier in so ppsitive image of Xavier they have
COPYRIGHT2004
, CIRCULATION 3;000
President's report, "Lungs· run .on many positive ways.
conveyed to their cqmmunities
once they graduated ..
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versities
run
on
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fund."
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Have. you noticed the plight of feral kittens?
1
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tion problem, which results in over
30,000 animals being euthaniied
in Cincinnati alone each year.
Second, if you're a student, don't
I understand that the editor trap~neuter-return (TNR)'. ·
take them to the SPCA, where they
adopt a pet right now. Your life is
,. Adult cats are trapped, sterilized, are killed.
· wanted. to write about something
non-controversial and fun, but and returned to the colony after a.
This, obviously, does not elimi- going to change in many ways .
sadly, the plight
fer~l cats medical check-up and treatment. nate the problem since there are when you graduate.
A 'pet deserves a life-time comlike those on campus is neither.
. Young kittens are removed from the plenty of cats in .Norwood. It also
A feral cat is acatthat was either colony and placed .into a foster is not an acceptable sol.ution mitment. Too many student-owned
born on the.street and·has had little home or rescue for socialto the cat-lovers among cats end up as part of the feral colohuman contact or one who once ization and adoption.
us. Several long-term . nies that are pervasive on campuses
The colony becomes
studies offeral colonies across the country. It's a myth that
had a home but has been stray for a
'very fong time.
·
a stable population that
have shown that, after cats can survive on their own just .
. They usually live in colonies cann_otreproduce, It also
TNR, the population fine- take a close look at theforals
like the cats on campus and, if they becomes a healthier
•gradually decreases on campus and imagine their lives,
are very fortunate, someone feeds p'opu1at. i. 9.n beca.. use
· due to the haz_ar
.. ds of especially on a cold, rainy day.
.. . . .
.
· , • ..
· ·
.
.
Thi.rd; there are se,veral groups
.,.them and provides th~m shelterfr9JI.i .... fig4~.iJJg .among. a9u,H
,,ur.ban. 1 ljf.e . a!J.d. J!l_e
in Cincinnati who work with feral
the weather. If they are not so fortu- males is virtually elimi- .
colony disappears.
cats. I'm involved with one of them,
n..
..
le_s_,d_o.;.n.,'t..........---.;.;;;;;;;..._...,.._,__s--.o-·..i-f..y-o..u_·_ve.....r..
e-ad . the O'Bryonville Animal Rescue,
and we are always looking for volunteers ...Save Our Strays is another
r<
"!!,I'~: . A
· ···J1M6faO:m~sti<:,~· .• .fu:e.:pnm!\i'iiy;tfi¢:t:esµIt group that does TNR.
tpr,P.~!:o,,, . . . .,, .i.a~M'ct
r~t9r.~:~o:,~Ji~)':l!P4'; ~rm~Ir'.i¥~!#J~~ ~1.~~!?&
Check out our web sites,
hl1errdc>"'breea:uncon
~, erat'bai'.~cofotifosi::cruVbe:found'.beliincfs'hopping
www.theanimalrescue;com and
http://members.petfinder.org/
-OH223/. If you 're a cat lover who
wants. do something to help, we'd
hav~ to deal with tlie' s~e~s· of2-3 this far, you may wonder what you· love to have you.
-Liz Johnson
offspring over a seven~year penod litters a year.
could do. to help.
. .
..
(stat1st1c from Feral Cat Coaht1on)
TNR
is
not
without
its
contraFirst,
spay
.or
neuter.
your
own
Associate
Pro"essor,
.
•
'J'
Sadly, these offspring. go on to versy. Many believe that the cats pets so that they have no chance to
Deptartment of Mathematics &
lead. the same horrible hves that · should be trapped and killed: This ·contribute to the. pet overpopulaComputer Science
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Cartoon By:Corner
Damien Strecker
Babelmine Chapel Construction
Remains on· Schedule

0000

l]p ill arms about rifle team
Last week I received in the mail , their budgets and allocate those ii.ls intellectually, morally and
the 2004 President's Report titled funds towards the new Strategic spiritually with rigor and compas"Changing Lives in the Jesuit tra- ·Plan Jn discontinuing its rifle team, sion towards lives of service and
Xavier loses a nationally-known success.
dition."
We came to Xavier, from all over
It details Xavier's strategic and ranked program and it loses the
plan for the next ten years. In his· entire Xavier rifle community who this country, for the experience the
report to the Xavier community, Fa- · have generated tremendous good- university offers and what Father
Graham states as "our central stratther Graham states his "central strat- will for Xavier.
egy will be to enhance the learning
We have spr~ad the Xavier name egy." Through the rifle team, this
environment, especially as our stu~ throughout the country .and were goal of.enhancing students' learn:dents see it, experience it, live it." ·proud to represent the university ing experience was being realized.
The day before· receiving the and its ideals. The rifle family has
. As a recent Xavier graduate, I
President's Report, a letter from actively supported Xavier because am grateful for the opportunity
Athletic Director Dawn Rogers ar- . we· are all aware and thankful for Xavier provided - to gain an edurived which informed me that the the role our Xavier experience had cation, to be part of an NCAA team,
Xavier rifle team would no longer in shaping and changing our lives. and for introducing me to my secbe pait of Father Graham's central
Next time you see us at the ond family, the Xavier rifle team.
strategy.
.
Cintas Center, perhaps visi.ting
Knowing that future generaThe most successful team in campus or at alumni events, ask us tions and the current team will not
school history would be discontin- about our experience at Xavier and have that same opportunity at
ued following the 2004-05 season .. you will realize the power of the Xavier and in the sport is extremely
The Xavierrifle community was in- Xavier mission and the ideals our disappointing, especially coming
formed of the decision based on a university strives t(l impartupon its from a university hoping to accommandate from the Strategic Plan- students.
plish a mission that Xavier rifle is
ning Cominittee, which required the·
What you will hear from us is proof that it already has.
Athletic Department; along with aif ' that Xavier has delivered on its mis-·
-Joe Fitzgibbon
other departments at Xavier, to trim sion, to engage and form individuClass of '03
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XU swimmers break
school records
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Women's ·basketball barely
falls to. No. 22 Maryland.
.
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at the Hiliard Sports Center in Fort
Over the course of the weekend
BY CASEY. WELDON
Wayne, Ind.
Contributing writer
at the 2004 Giant Eagle Zippy In· Wallner, who was the only XU
vite, the Musketeers broke three
Dominating an overmatched player .to finish in double digits
school records as sophomores
Krystel Kooyman and Jill Cooke IPFW squad to close out the week in scoring, was a triple~threat on ·
each made their mark in XU swim- of action Monday night, the Xavier. the night, as she recorded a
women's basketball team opened double-double for the Musketeers.
ming history.
After posting the faslkst prelim up play Saturday night with an in- Finishing the evening with a
time of2:23.5 l, Kooyman, the pre- spired performance that saw them game-high six assists, Wallneralso
vious record holder· at the Zippy · take the· No. 22 ranked Maryland lead.t!Je team in both points (11)
Invite in the 200 breast, improved Terrapins to the buzzer only to fall and rebounds (10) in just 29 minutes of action.
her mark from' a year ago by swim- inches short of victory.
Fighting back from a 12-point · . The blowout victory also saw .
ming the race in a· time of 2:20.90
deficit with 12:29 to play in the highiy touted freshman Candyce
to earn first place.
The time also broke the school game,XavierpreseasonAil-Ameri- Bingham. score·many personal
record she set last seaoon at the can nominee Tara Boothe came up firsts (three pointer, field goal and
short on a putback attempt coming points) in a· Xavier uniform, conZippy Invite by 0.43 seconds.
Cooke broke the school record off a blocked Kristy Wallner jumper necting on a 3-pointer with 3: 10
during the prelims on Friday morn- that would have given her 25 points to play in the first half...
After jumping out to an early
ing and then returned to swim in and a shot at victory in overtime.
Boothe happened to find herself :19-7 lead with just over five min~
the 500 free final heat posting a
new school record time of 5 :06.68. in the right place, but unfortunately utes into the first-half, thanks in
The Xavier women finished the for the Muskies it was not the right large part to a 16-2 XU run
meet in ninth. place and the men time. Reco~nting the play-by-play (Wallner, 6 points), theMuske~eers
of the waning seconds in. regula- went into halftime with· a nearly
grabbed fifth place ..
The Musketeers will have the tion, Boothe remembers; "the ball insurmountable lS~point leac;I,
·
·
· ·
,
. . .· .··
NEWSWIRE ARCHIVE PHOTO
next few weeks off until returning fell into my hands -- I went up with 39-21.
Perhaps inspired to show they ·Junior Tara Boothe and the Musketeers struggled to ·stay with
from Christmas break to travel on it and it didn't go in."
. Adding to the improbability 6f could play with the Muskies~ or Maryland this weekend 74-72. Boothe helped out the losing cause
the annual Training Trip.
with eight points and seven rebounds.
a Mu~keteers buzzer-beater was the . maybe just a case of Xavier Jetsolid defensive play of the young, tfog up a little, the Mastodons
but tall and talented frontcourt of roaredoµtofinteimissionand uti:
side Boothe's 25 points, Xavier's. eight rebounds and played great
the Terps.
··1.
lized a 1.5-3 run, w,hic;h cti,lminated ,, . Adeloa ·01anrewaju and Suntana one~on-one defense . against
· Crystal Langhorne, preseaso.n . mid;.vay .~ough the s~9ond stanz11 Granderson.each scored double dig- ·, Boothe. In the first half,. the MusXavier's Kate Duchek was
ACC Roqkie'_()f the Ye.!lr, ma11ag~d ., ;with §;99:;to pl,~y.,: t~.,J?~U wit~}.rt ,: ,; its fqr th~ :MJJ,~~j~!k·; ;: :H!! «·i;~c: ./i.L: tJi keteers struggled. to: score inside,
named to the 2004 ESPNThe Magato slide over and aid her poorly · 11 point~, 54-43. .
,
Granderson did m()st of her scqr" which dramatically changed their
zine AcademiC All-American Third
·
positioned teammate with a piirtial
In the end, a six-point outburst · ing in the first half, finishing with 14 offense~
Team. Duchek, an education mablock of the potential game-tying by Michelle Miller, who had eight of her 18 points in the opening
Tara Boothe scored the first of
jor, currently holds a 4.0 GPA.
shot.
pointsonthegame,sparkedadestanza~ MeanwhileOJanrewajuconher two 3-pointers at the 17:50
The junior outside hitter Jed her
Even though the performance by cisive 8-0 Musketeer ru~ over a nected on nine of her 13 points in .· mark, but the reigning A-10 Player
team in kills with 458, kills per
Musketeers this past week only four-possession stretch to put. to
the secqnd half.
. of the Week was just 2-of-3 in the
game at 4.24, and points with 516.
yielded a split. of the. two .games,. bed any shot at a Mastodon come
Sophomore Kalika Smith was the ·paint in the first half, and the MusDuchek earned the Atlantic 10
the program should be pleased with from behind victory.
Terrapin response to. Olanrewaju in keteers could ·only .muster. 14
Student Athlete of the Year Award,
both impressive performances.
Xavier's 74~ 72, loss to Marythe s.econd :half, as she __explo~.ed .. points in the paint for the period.
while ·also being named to the A-·
"Xavier will be a team to reckon land on Saturday saw the Muske-' · grabbing 13 points during the· pe~ _
Musketeer str_uggles iriside al10 Academic All-Conference Team. with - non conference and confer- teers come together ·and play .in riod (21 total)
. .
. . lowed Maryland to take the lea~:L
Duchek was 'also named the At- ence.
manner in which they had been
The freshman frontcourt .of However, Xavier managed io battle
lantic 10 Player of the Week for the
Langhorne and L_aura Harper, who back on strength of the three"It is smart scheduling on their lacking all season long.
weeks of Sept. 20 and Nov. 1 and behalf, I mean they're playing some
In the end, however, the size help make up part of the No. 2 ranked pointer and 5L9 percent first half
joined three other Musketeers on
·
·
incoming class in women's colleg~ shooting.
really quality teams to get them and offensive rebounding prowthe A-10 All-Cbnference Team.
ready for conference play," said ess led to the Musketeers' loss~ basketball, finished with 18 points
Xavier returns to actiOn on SatMaryland head coach Brenda Frese. Outscored ·46 to 30 in the paint and U points respectively.
urday at 2 p.m. to take part in the
Monday night, Wallner, a junior and out-rebounded 15 . to 10 on·
. Langhorne also finished with 11 annual Skyline Chili Crosstown
forward, led a ~alanced Musketeer the offensive end was.the story of rebounds, while Harper, who was Shootout with Cincinnati at the·
attack over a helpless IPFW 68-50 .the night for the _Musketeers. Out- · shut down in the first half,. tallied Shoemaker Center.

Duchek earns
academic honors

Tennis reveals 2005
schedule

Xavier University head women's
tennis coach Jim Brockhoff announced the team's schedule for the
spring season.
This year's non-conference slate
includes matches versus three
teams from Conference USA (Cincinnati, Louisville and Marquette),
· as well as a date with the ·2004
NCAA Division II National Champion B YU-Hawaii Seasiders.
XU will get an early look at its
competition· for the 2005 Atlantic
IO Championship with three
matches with conference rivals.
The Musketeers will travel to
Washington, D.C. for a match with
the Colonials on Mar. 4.
Xavier will then host Duquesne
onMar.11 and will travel to Temple
.on Apr. 2.
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12/11 '
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(Knoxville, TN)
4:30 p.m.

12/11
at Cincinnati
(Fifth Thfrd Arena)
2 p.m.

1/5
vs.Maine
(O'Connor Sports Center)

TBA

1/15
at Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology
(Terre Haute, IN)

Sa.m.
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Caudle ·arrested as
XU.preps·.ror Vols
BY DAVE GILMORE
Sports Editor

After a pair of tough:honie losses to
Miami(OH) and Creighton, things appear to have worsened for the Xavier .
frontcourt as junior reserve center Wtll
Caudle turned himself into Norwood
Police on Tuesday after being charged··
with felonious ruisault stemming from.
an incident that occurred six weeks
ago at Soupie's Bar and Grille.
·. It ha8 been_ a rough three weeks for
the Muskies, who, after startirig out 20, fell to 2-2 and lost their 'primary
backup ceriter in Brandon Cole, who
is out for the year with a tom ACL.
The Xavier Musketeers are facing
a crucial road game. mKnoxville on
Saturday against a tough Tennessee
Volunteers team. .
·.
While Caudle will travel with the
team to Knoxville, it is unclear what
the ramifications will be regarding
Caudle's status for the remainder of the.
.
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season.
JuniorWill
Caudle,
vvho
is
averaging
2.3
points
and 2.7 r~bounds
Xa~ier Sports Information conper
game,
was
arrested
on
Tuesday
on
charges
of
felonious assault
finned that cat.idle would not be susin
relation
to
a
bar
fight
that
occured
at_
Soupies
on
Oct. 26.
pended while the case is still pending.
''We are aware that charges have Caudle are compounded by another and hope to get another solid perforbeen filed with the Norwood police ACLinjwytofreshmanBoubacarColy, manceoufofseniorScooterMcFadden.
about an incident that allegedly hap-. 'who is sitting out his seC:ond straight McFadden is averaging 16 points per
peried several weeks ago,'1Xavieroffi- · season ·due t.o knee injwy.
game and Will create .a tough match-up
cials said Monday in a written state- · · Luckily for Xavier, junior Brian for sophomore Justin Cage.
ment to the Cincinnati Enquirer.
Thornton has been shouldering the lrnid ·
.Even when opponents have fouled
to the basket,'hehils
.The roomplaint, fil~q· ·with· the ·. 1 for not only the fronteoillt;: but·fot the ·, ·McFiidden's
Hamilton County Municipal court OIJ. squad itself.' Thornton' logged a season~ successfully made 94:1 percent of his
Monday, alleges that Caudle ''know- . high 19pointsand 10.rebOtindsagainst free-throws this season, making him a
ingly caused serious physical harm" Creighton last Tuesday for his third versatile offensive threat who will be
to <;ltad Aulick, a Soupie's patron on double-double of the season, The Vol- · crucial to Uf's success.
Oct 26.
unteers, who are 2-3 on the season, are
Thegameisscheduledfor4:30p.m.
TheabsencesofColeandpossibly coming off a loss to UT-Chattanooga onSaturda.

drives
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XU ans show sp1r1t
The Newswire's
Shane Gleason
€aptures several ofthe
signs XU fans
.'
. .
. .
..
. . have created for this season.
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Dav·e Ran·ts
A'

'The. l\l·CA.A
microscope'
boards· and around town. The
facts. in the matter are simple:
Police had ·enough reason to
believe thatjunior Will Caudle
was involved in a fight at
Soupie's to arrest him' on charges
of felonious assault. Whatever.
the outcome of the case may be,
BY DAVE GILMORE
'the rumors are already flying ..
Spo1'tsEditor
Caudle- is probably not going
to play in the NBA. In fact,
I enjoy my job here at the
lie
hasn't
started a game for the
ljewswire. i enjoy the people I
Musketeers
since early last year.
work with, writing about sports,
Yet,
his
arrest
yest~rday morn•and getting paid to do it. Howing
made
the
news
the same day
. ever, the least funpart aboutthe
and
was
among
the
top stories
job is reporting on the negative
on the Cincinnati Enquirer's
stuff, which fortunately is
web site. Don't get me wrong,
and·.far between.
Still, for better orworse, news · I'm not tryfog to evoke sympais news, and Journalism 10 l(un- thy for Caudle even if the allefortu n a tely not offered at gations against him are true. If
Xavier) teaches that it has-to be you do something wrong, you
covered regardless. If you look · shotildfacethe repercussions no
to the page on your left you'll matter who you are. But, when
see· a large headline reporting. a amateur sp.orts have reached a
_criminal incident involving a point where a· story about the
backup cen.ter on a basketball
Xavier basketball player. ·
While this does· constitute a i:eam that isn't.even in the Top
sports story because of the on- 25 garners such attention, I
court implications that may fol- think it's· time to take a step
low; lhad a hard time finding back. ·
This distorted reality of col·. more•reason~ than that to run the.
piece.· The fact.of the matter is, . lege athletics doesn'tjust re.side
;if'.>the same thing· happened to. a onVictory Parkway. In fact, you
nofi':basketb'all-pfaying student, see it every. Saturday when
dt .:wouid 'barely. grace the, "PO-- gro'wn me~ shout at 18~ 24 year
. lice Notes~· ~ection, much less old college quarterbacks on telenecessitate-af41l story,
visions screeps to keep their
:College athletes have be- composure in front of 100,000
· 'come ~ublic ·figures and are flii1s and compete .against the
treated like professionals in a best college. athletes in the. nasystem that was•originally setup . tion; College athletes are ex:..
for amateurs. •Standout· players pected .to hold themselves up to
_atmajor imiversities in football such a high standard that someand basketba:ll roam their re- times fans forget that they are
spective campuses beingfauded. still 18-24 year olds. Now, this
by the student body for their obviously doesn't. apply if you
achievement, signing auto- pull a LeBron James and jump
graphs and seeing fellow stu- to the league as a teenager, then
dents don replica jerseys with I'd say you and your milliondollar paych~ck are fair game;
their numbers on t~em.
While they are· by definition ·
When professional athletes
students; many are· not treated are in legal trouble, fans barely
as such. The line between stu- bat and eyelash and· continue
dent and athlete has been their unwavering support. NBA
blurred by· the .mainstream suc" star Carmelo Anthony, who is
cess ofthese.two college sports, two years younger than Caudle,
and when situations come up, has ah:eady been charged with
Jike the one the Newswire is re- misdemeanor possession of
.porting on this week, players are marijuana,.questioned by police
often· treated like professionals after his involvement in a New
when they are in fact, still stu- York nightcfob brawl, and appeared inaDVD where alleged
dents.
Many students do things drug dealers threaten death to
they wish they hadn't on a regu- those who cooperate with polar basis· at Xavier, but they are. lice. Even with all this under
_not forced to relive them his belt in·the past six months,
.through the perspective of nosy Anthony's image will most
:third parties and the scrutiny of likely suffer much less damage
the national media. It has got- .·than Caudle's will ifthe char~es
ten to the point where the day- against him are· confirmed in
to-day activities of the stars of court.
· the team ar~ grounds for casual
Some would say that the scru1
conversation among students, tiny an NCAA Division I colarid their fame leads them to be lege basketball or football
treated like celebrities by some player faces is the price they pay
rather than.follow students .
for notoriety and exposure to
H was undeniabl.e that the ni- the professional ranks, but there
.mors and discussion of this event comes a time when fans must rewould spread like wildfire alize that. players are also
within the campus community, people; and in this case, students
on Xavier basketball .inessa e 'ustlike the rest of us.
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GRANT OPPORTUNITY

Become a Brueggeman FelloW
The Edward B. Brueggeman center for ·
dialogue invites all juniors, seniors and
graduate students to apply to become
a Brueggeman student fellow ·for spring
se.mester 2005. Fellows will:
• Receive $2,500 grant.
• Participate in the a~tivities of

· Applications must include:
• Transcripts.

'
•A brief statement
describing

the center.
• Engage in an independent rese~rch
project related to their discipline
and the work of the center.

Successful candidates will
be notified by Jan. 1, 2005. ·
For more information, please .
call the Brueggeman center.
at 513 745·3922.

you~

interest in being a-fellow.

• Names 9f two faculty members at
Xavier who will recommend-you.
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The Newswire would like to
welconte new staff ntembers:
I

•

•

'

•

..

•

.

Brendan McHugh
Andrew Crago

Asst.
Op-Ed Editor
.
Asst. Diversions Editor
.

.

.

FedEX@ Ground~ Thinking about some fast cash ·and help· with college?.
·Jofn the fast-:paced F=edEx Ground team as a part.;time Package Handler.
You'll work up a.sweat. And in ·return, get a weekly~paych(3ck, tujtion.
- · . .~ · · :::; ~~: · · ·
assistance and more.

Qualification$: ·

.

• Must be able to lift 50 lbs.
• $9 to $9.50 p/hr to start, scheduled raises
after 90 days and t year; Available shift:
2AM-8AM.Tue-Sat
.
• Ability to load; unload, sort packages
.
• 18. years or older
• Part-time, 5-day week
I

'

.

'

Apply Directly to:
FedEx Ground
9667 Inter-Ocean Drive
· Cincinnati, OH 45246
fedex.com/us/careers

· . .Women and minorities are encouraged to join the team.

.

'

From 1:75 North to 1·275West, Take Exit #428, OH 747 North Exit. Merge onto Princeton Pike, Princeton Pike becomes OH-747. Continue on OH-747 for approximately
2 miles to Muhlhauser fload; Make a left onto Muhlhauser Road. Make a left onto Inter-Ocean Drive., FedEx Ground will be on your right, 9667 Inter-Ocean Drive.
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Playhouse in the 'Christmas' spirit

lrd.'lmlCl:ISJQ!lli'OOllMl5Ulli~'1i~!IW:i'!fl(f/tffl!f;l~.m'.1

Jimmy Dillon, Editor'-

PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK'S PRODUCTION OF 'CHRISTMAS CAROL' IS KING

Diversions Desk: 745~2878

~ll!iM~~~.m:.W~1:1ltff·

"Collateral" in
GSCTheater
The movie "Collateral," a.
. pulse-pounding thriller starring
Tom Cruise, is being shown as part
of the Late Night Movie Series.
It will begin at 11 p.m. on
Thursday and Friday in the
Gallagher Student Center Theater:
. The Late Night Movie Series
, is sponsered by SAC and the GSC.
Admission is free.
Preceding the movie on Thursday night there will be a free late
night snack of Wendy's. Food will
be available at 10 p.m.

"Jacob Marley's
Christmas .Carol"
Cincinnati Shakespeare Festival presents ".Jacob Marley's
Christmas Carol" by Tom Mula.
The play gives the backstory of
Jacob Marley, Scrooge's dead
· partner in the Charles Dickens
classic, "A Christmas Carol."
_ "Jacob Marley's Christmas
Carol" runs through Dec. 23.
Performances are at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday-Saturday. Matinees are
at 2 p.m. on Sundays.
For ticket information, visit
www.cincyshakes.com or call
381-BARD.

Cincinnati
Art Museum
The Cincinnati Art Museum
continues to offer free admission
to the general public.
The museum is open from 11
a.m.-5 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday and 11 a.m.-9 p.m. on
Wednesday. It is also open 11
a.m.-5 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday.
More information can be found
atwww.cincinnatiartmuseum.org.

BY SHANE. GLEASON
Contributing Writer

There are some thin'gs th~t go
together in life: Christmas Eve and
a plate of cookies, Christmas lights
and Nativity scenes, and of course,
the holiday season in Cincinnati and
Playhouse in the Park's production
of Charles Dickens' ''A Christmas
Carol."
Now, surely we have all seen ''A
Christmas Carol." Maybe it was.
read in ninth grade English, or it was
a school field trip. Undoubtedly, ev·eryone has seen the Disney version
of this timeless classic.
"A Christmas Carol" never seems
to get old; the tale can be retold
countless times and it is still fresh
and new in our minds. Sometimes,
however, a certain performance or
version stands; Playhouse in the
Park's production definitely meets
that lofty criterion.
The staging is incredibly detailed
right down to the skyline high above
the stage. A series of buildingsswings out to create the warm
Cratchit home, Scrooge's cold and
somber mansion and Scrooge's
counting house. When a prop such
as a table or chair is needed, trap- ·
doors on the stage open a!ld send the
needed item up. What results is
some of the best and most efficient
staging system of any play.
Of course, the acting is always
far more important than the staging,
and "A Christmas·carol" is not Q,ne
to ·disappoint. The actors deliver .
their lines flawlessly and integrate
humor that adds to Dickens' original message remarkably well.
Traditionally, "A Christmas·
Carol" opens to a snow-filled staging with English ehristmas carols in
the background - .not so here. The
carolers are indeed present; but the

.

PHOTO COURTESY OF CINCYPLAY.COM

Spoilers!: The real happy ending involves Scrooge being merry - what formulaic Christmas crap! ·
focus is on all the other characters
on the stage, and the level of merriment which fills them.
As Scrooge (Joneal Joplin)
makes his first appearance, the merriment abruptly stops. Iii a brief
minute, the nature of Scrooge is conveyed more efficiently than a whoie
volume could describe in words.
A constant variance between the
serious nature of Scrooge and the
lighthearted Spirit of Christmas are
evident throughout the entire play.
It's hard to believe that a play which
is about the redemption of Scrooge's
soul could be so incredibly funny.
This is most evident when
Scrooge and the Ghost of Christmas
Past (Dale Hodges) revisit scenes ·
from Scrooge's past and Scrooge
cries· out criticism to his younger

.

.

.

version. Most of these are not in
The other characters are .also true
Dickens' original text, .but defi- ·to form and perform extraordinarnitely add to the overall quality of ily well as British acce.nts are hit
the play.
.
·.
perfectly and the wardrobe is era
Amidst the merriness, that is accurate. The strongest suit hownow just a shadow of the past, ever, is the powerful facial expresScrooge will join in calling for sions the actors deliver.
toasts, and partaking in the spirit
Particularly strong is Jacob
of Christmas. When Scrooge is re- ' Marley, whose very look is one of
living the most emotional scenes pure evil. Contrarily, the character
of his past-~ealings with his one of Tiny Tim has a look of pure innotrue love Belle (Angela Lin), and cence. There is not a weak member
his and Jacob -M~ley's (Gregory ··. in the entfre cast
Procaccino) · buyout 'of Mr.
"A Christmas Carol" has been a
Cincinnati Christmas tradition for
Fezziwig (Keith Jochim) Scrooge cries out pleas to act dif- · fourteen years at Playhouse in the
Park. This was my first experience
ferently to his.past self.
Tragically, these pl.eas fall on with the Playhouse's annual gift to
deaf ears. This is a derivative from Cincinnati, and I must say, it blows
Dickens' original writing that defi- away every production I have ever
seen of ''A Christmas Carol."
nitely adds to the play overalL

"Dead Poet's
Society" in Villa
Mermaid Tavern, Xavier's creative writing club, is sponsoring
a showing of "Dead Poet's Society" at 8 p.m. on Wednesday in
the Villa.
Free food will be available, followed· by a "secret surprise."

Toolbox in GSC
Studio
Toolbox, a Xavier Players
sketch and improv comedy show,
will· perform at 9 p.m. on Friday
and Saturday in the GSC S!udio
Theater.
Ticket price is $2.

Christmas· Concert
inGSC
The Xavier Band will perform
a concert of Christmas songs from
9-11 p.m. Thursday in the GSC
food court and atrium.

New Releases
.

.

The following discs are due for release on or before Dec. 7 ...
DJ Lady Tribe Cho!o Super Mix (Thump) ... Eric Clapton Sessions .
for Robert Johnson (Duck/Reprise) ... Geto Boys War & Peace (Hypnotize Minds) ...John Fr_0sciante Curtains (Record Collection) ... Lindsay
Lohan Speak (Casablanca) .. ~ Ludacris The Red Light District (Def Jam)
... Snow J>.11trol Final Straw (Interscope) ... Xzibit Weapons ofMass Destruction (Columbia)
... all dates are tentative.

live Wires
Thursday, Dec. 9
Trans-Siberian Orchestra
@ U.S. Bank Arena

Saturday, Dec. 11
Todd Snider
@ Southgate House

Friday, Dec. 10
'Bunip
@Mad Frog
. Saturday, Dec. 11
Over The Rhine ·
· @Taft Theatre_ ,
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CD.Reviews
..·.After awhile, 12tracksof'My
girlfriend dumped me so I'm sad;
listen to me complain about it'
, gets rather old.
Probablythe most· interesting
.track on the. CD is the fast one,
~.ntitled "Untitled." This song is
. much like Evane.scence's .occasional piano-laden track; such as
.. ·.''"My immortal."
.
. · It's. a nice change from the
Simple Plan
regular pace of the CD; however
Still Not Getting Any
it would have made.much more
(Lav80Varner)
sense somewhere in the middle
· of the CD rather than at the erd.
... The overall effect of its placement
is to change the whole tone oft}le
Teenage girls rejoice!
CD when listened straight
through.
Most bands of Simple plan's
Simple Plan's new album, StillNot
Getting Any, picks up where their de- nature have a beat that is indisbut, No Pads, No Helmets, Just Balls, tinguishable from one song to the
.left off.. The Canadian emo~punk next - not so here. Each song
band continues to cater to the young on the CD has its own distinct
teenage girl crowd with a CD full of sound.
Particularly outstanding. is.
complaints about relatiOnships and
. "Welcome to My Life" with a
befog lonely;
The beat and melody are all very simple yet effective melody set
catchy as there is a hardly a track that against a rather interesting backlacks good beat. Un.fortunately; most drop of lyrics posed in the form
of the songs follow the same basic of a series of questions: "Do you
premise; they're all sappy songs about everfeellike breakingdown?/Do
relationships gone bad.
you ever feel .out of place?/Like

•

somehow yoti just don't belong/
And no one .understands you."
The sole .break from the typical
whiney ·emo style is "Me Against
.· the World" "'.hich is far heayier than
every other song. The lyrics have a
much more· confrontational feel to
them and there is absolutely no
mention of a relationship-gone-bad
or hurt feelings.
This is easily the best track of
them all with. lead singer Pierre
Bouvier (told you they were Canadian) singing "Now I'm sick of this
waiting/So co.me on and take your
shot/You can spit all your insults/
But nothing you say is gonna
change us.".
If the whole CD were in.the vein
of "Me Against the World," or even
a more even mix of the emo type·
songs and hi::avier tracks, Simple
plan might have a stellar CD .
But, as it stand.s·, Still Not Get-.
ting Any is mediocre at best. While
it will getrave reviews from the 12year-old crowd that forms the overwhelming majority of. the band's
fan base, the band lacks the style
and sound to have mainstream appeal.
,
..
- Shane Gleason
Contributing Writer

Linkin Park& Jay~Z
Collision Course
(Warner Brothers)

Rap and Rock Revolution
Ok, I know collaborations of
rock and rap haven't worked in the
past, but Ja:y-Z and Linkin Park represent the best of their respective
worlds. It shouldn't come as any
surprise then that their album, Collision Course, works as well as it
does.
The album combines some of
each of their hits, such as "Dirt Off
Your Shoulder" and "Jigga What"
from Jay-Z, and '.'Numb" and "In
the End" from Linkin Park.
If you thought this album would

just be Jay-Z with a background
rock band, or Linkin Park with
some more bass, don't worry. ·
This album mixes these two
genres of musfo almost perfectly so
that one doesn't overwhelm the
other.
If that sounded confusing, don't
worry, because it's not on the al-.
bum.
The transitions are smooth and
clear, and just when you're convinced Jay-Z's kicked the younger
band off the album and taken control of a song, you'll notice that it's
actually Shinoda who's rhyming
with Jay-Z's lyrics.
The highlights are definitely
"Numb/Encore" and "Points of
Authority/99. Problems/One Step
Closer."
The transitions'between the two
musical styles mesh together so
well that these tracks feel like· one
song, instead of several mixed togethec
Six' songs might not be worth it
for you, but if you like concert footage,' then the six songs with the
DVD definitely makes this CD
worth your time.
-Dan Cox
Editor in Chief

Christmas Movies Preview •
"Blade:. Trinity'' (12/8)

l""lr::~-~.,...-.....,

"Ocean's Twelve" (12/8) ~

Wesley Snipes returns again as the vaqipire
They're all back. Yes; all of them. For bethunter, Blade. This time, he must fight the
ter or worse, "Ocean's Twelve" is probably the
bloodsuckers, led by· formerindie flick queeri '
most highly anticipated sequel of the year; starPosey,' before they iiiileash the ultimate..;' : :; ;Ting headliners George Clooriey, Brad .Pih,
vampire. Forti.lnately, he has the help of "Van
Matt Damon, Julia Roberts and Catherine ZetaWilder"(Ryan Reynolds) and that chick from
Jones. Director Steven Soderbergh hopes to
"7th Heaven" (Jessica Biel). From its fooks,
capture the same charming chemistry that made
"Blade: Trinity" should prove to be substance"Ocean's Eleven" into a full-fledged blockbuster.
·.' free and fun for all.

Parker

"Spanglish"

(1~/17)

Between this more serious role. and his pre-·
vious, "Punch-Drunk Love," Adam Sandler regressed some with slap-stick: comedies "Anger Management" and "50 First Dates." Here,
he teams with Academy Award winning director James L. Brooks to tell the story about a
· husband and wife struggling to properly raise
their children. Hilarity ensues, we hope. If
not; there's always ''The Longest Yard" remake.

"The Aviator" (12/17)
"The Aviator" is a three hour film starring
Leo DiCaprio in which he stares at a model
plane and makes airplane sounds with his
mouth. Just kiddW,g, but we would still pay to
see that. · DiCaprio stars as· the youthful millionaire Howard Hughes· before he became a
geririaphobe and let his fingernails grow really long. We lied before, but the fingernails
thing is true, look it up.

"Meet the Packers" (12/22)
In the third sequel of the holiday season,
Ben Stiller plays Gaylord Focker as he takes
his future in-laws .to meet his parents. "Meet
the Parents" was successful in large part from
Robert DeNiro's deadpan humor. as Stiller's
character's father-in-law.· His cqunterpart itl
this .fil01 is played by Dustin Hoffman who
should match DeNiro with zan.iness. Let's hope
it funnier than their last team~up "Sleepers."

"Flight of the Phoenix" (12/17)
Our records show the Giovanni Ribisi has
·failed to make a poor film. That includes "The
Other Sister" too! That title may be on the
line with this movie about the crash and then
rebuilding of an airplane in the desert. Based
on the 1965 film of the same name, "Flight"
stars Dennis Quaid and Tyrese, off his star-turn
in "2 Fast, 2 Furious." Whatever the oµtcome,
Tyrese sure has nice symmetry in his pees.

"A S.eries of Unforunate Events" (12/17)
Jim Carrey stars as Count Olaf, the distant
. relative of three wealthy children whose. parents were killed in a fire;- Consequently, he's
also trying to steal their fortune. This sounds
like the greatest Christmas fi.lm ever! Much
like Sandler, Carrey will not be confined to
·. successful dramatic roles. Meryl Streep and
Cedric the Entertainer co-star and Jude Law
narrates in this family flick.

'.'The Life Aquatic"
In Wes Anderson.'s fourth film, Bill Murray
stars as oceanographer Steve Zissou in his quest
to destroy the shark that killed his friend. Along
the way, he meets his lost son .Ned Plimpton,
.played by Owen Wilson. Let us be the first to ·
say that' this is possibly the _be~t family ever
(after. the Royal Tenenbaums). This promises
. to be the best film of the holiday season, and
receives our highest recommendation.

(12/~5)
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December 8

December 13 ·

It's that time of year! Time to
.Thank goodn~ss, exam.s flrially
not sleep until the end of finals,
begin today. Now instead of writtime to drinkegg nog with friends
.ing,"Folks be stlidyii:i!for tests,'; I
By Ryan Williamson. To place an item in.the calendar, mail
to. newswire-calendar@xavier.edu:
or ML.. 21.29.
.
'
. .
.
·until you vomit, and time to excaii write; "folks be takfo' tests.''
plain to your family that you are a
What a relief! I hate' being repetipoor college student and cannot
tive. Calendar City is many
afford to buy any gifts.
things, butrepetitive it is not. It is
December 9
Decemberll
Of course, we all know this is
totally different, each and every
only a secular holiday now, so I
Today at 10:30 a.m. in the CCLD
Today is also apparently day of every week~ Now on to the
will not even mention the birth of offices is the final PEP talk before
"Chaunukamas." l do riot know wacky ceiebrity birthdays and
Jesus or the Hanukah armadillo. final exams. Word is they will be
what that is, nor do I know who in- crazy holidays. .,.
·
That's right, I am talking to all of simply writing prescriptions for am- . This guy had a nail in his skull. vented it. I just report the facts, and.
It's only the first day of exams
you who sign your Christmas phetamines for anybody who asks. He still took his Calculus II exam. if today is a made-up holiday, it is for most students, butI think you .
cards, "Merry X-Mas!" How dare . That's what I hear anyway.
my obligation to report it ·
should take a break now; before
you take Christ out of Christmas
There's not .much else going on ams, the day when students tradiToday is John Kerry's birthday. you.get too exhausted. The.best
and replace him with mutant in the world today, so I would rec- tionally break into Hinkle Hall at 3 He' Ii probably celebrate itpy giv- break I can think of would be .to
ommend spending. as much time a.m., dressed in fun "spy com- ing gifts to 'everyb_ody else, because. come to a totally free and totally
crimefighters.
Fortunately, Xavier University studying in the library as possible. mando" clothes, .complete with he's a soi::ialist. That's what I heard hilarious "Don't Tell Anna" show
is committed to maintaining a re- Of course, do not get too used to night vision goggles; and steal ·as anyway. Stupid socialists. Social- in KelleyAuditorium at 8.p.m. I
ligious perspective on the holiday staying there past midnight, be- many final exams as possible. ists shouldn't even have birthdays. promise it will
fre.e. and fanny.
.
.
season. Thus Alternative Breaks cause that's when the library will What? This isn't a tradition? Well Nor should Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn,
is giving all students the t:>pportu- close next semester.· Hmm, there's that's too bad, itshould be.
.
a Russjan Communist
..
nity to hav~ their picture taken no money for the library to stay open
If you are not too busy studying
.Speaking of socialist liberal hipwith their favorite Jesuits at 7 p.m. past midnight, but marginal athletic or breaking into Hinkle Hall, you pies who like helping people, toDecember 14
As. this semester conies to a
in the Fireplace Lounge. I know teams get to take trips to Hawaii? should consider spending a day at day: is ,also th~ anniversary of the
that Fr. LaRocca is sometimes con- Weird: .. ·
the locaLmegaplex. "Ocean's founding ofUNICEFin· 1946. •Isita close, take some time to reflect on
fused with Santa Claus, but the
Twelve" and "Blade: Trinity" both coincidence that John Kerry's birth~ your past accomplishments. I for
open today. As always, read the day is the same as this anniversary one take pride in having brought
cheer he.spr~ads is not so much in
the form of gifts as it is factoids
Diversions section before heading and the birthday of a communist?· this calendar of events to millions
December 10
tb any cultu.ral activity, for the view- Weird ..: ·
. .. . •
of people across the hemfSphere.
about the Holy Roman Emperor
Not once did rri.y writing amuse or
Ch.arles V and Tudor England.
Yes! It's Friday! Youknowwhat ing of terrible sequels• can be hazNevertheless, your photo with a that means, don't you? No, really, ardous to your health. · You have
offend anybody, and for that I am
proud.
.
Jesuit should make for a great
asking, because I do not know been warned.
Dr. Josh· and I will return next
In yet another coincidence, two
:· •Decenibe,r ·J 2
Christmas card to send family and what it means. Calendar-writing
Yet another day for 'everybody . semester. There are big things in
really isn't my thing, if you haven't of the finest actors to ever grace the
friends ..
stage and/or screen share a birth- to continue (or start) studyjtig for store for Calendar City next year,
In what cannot be a coinci- noticed.
dence, today is the Catholic Feast
Once again, there is not a lot of day today. That's right, give a exams. That goes for professors too. as I vow make up news when. ever necessary in order to make the
of the Immaculate Conception, Jim activity around campus today. Of . hearty, "Happy Birthday!" yell for Are your tests written yet?
Bob Barker turns 81 today. . calendar niore interesting. That is
Morrison's birthday, and Consti- course, we all know the real reason KennetJl Branagh and Raventution Day in Uzbekistan. Weird ... for that. It is the Friday before ex- Symone. Weird... . .
.. Weird ... ()h, wait, that's normal..,. .
~y New Year.'~_resolution . .Ciao.·
'
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For classifieds information call Ann Tassone at 745-3561 or e-mail her at

For Rent
Apartments ·for rent. 1-6 bedrooms available. Spacious.
Within walking distance to Xavier.
On shuttle line. Off-street parking. Water included. Many include heat. Laundry facilities.
Starting as low as $240' per student. Furnished at no additional
cost. Our goal is to offer well-managed, clean, affordable, enjoyable
housing to Xavier students. We
work hard to earn your referrals.
Call Harold at 532-5151.

Norwood- renovated efficiencies, one and two bedrooms, new
. kitchens and tile baths, instant hot
water, built-in dressers, refinished
hardwood floors, laundry, storage
- $300, $350, $475 +utilities. Call
Ben at 861-4111 if interested.

Norwood- beautifui Victorian
three story house. Four bedrooms.
Close to campus·. Available immediately: Reduced rent. $700/
month until May, or lock in next
year - 12 month lease at $1,400/
·month. Call Donna at 368-2~88.
Cincinnati Apartments Available- Search hundreds of independent landlord listings in the :Xavier.
area from just one website! Go to
www.apartmentfrog.com

Newswir~Classifieds@xavier.edu

Spring Break Bahamas Celebrity Party Cruise! 5 Days, $299!
In Cl tides meals and parties!
Cancuri,Acapulco, Nassau, Jamaica
from $459 ! Panama City and
Daytona, $159 !
Please visit.
www.SpringBreakTravel.com ·or
c~ll 1-800-678-6386. ·
·

Norwood- one bedroom. apartLarge four bedroom house on
nice North Avondale street, near ment, recently updated; hardwood
Xavier. Clean, brightand very spa- floors, French doors, covered porch,
cious. Extraordinary condition. new kitchen cabinets and appliOnly $995 per month. If divided, ances, laundry in basement, water
very affordable. You will love this . paid, $450/month. Call Chris at
891-5904.
home. Call Markat 470-7112~·

Nanny needed for sweet toddler
daughter in. Symmes Township.
Schedule is somewhat.flexible to
accommodate your classes .. For further information, job description.
and hours, call.Pat at 607~5400 or
e-mail her at Pat@icrctv.com

·wanted- mature male(s) to rent
newly renovated efficiency apartment. Spacious private sleeping
quarters, living room, and bath.
Heat included. Located in Mt. Auburn on bus line~ $400 monthly.
One month's rent deposit required:
Must see. Call Diane at 309-3097.

Babysitter.needed for toddler in .
home near Rookwood Commons
Spring Break2005- Travel with
for one or two full days per week. STS;America's#l StudentTourOpPay is at least $50 per day. Hours. erator · to Jamaica, Cancun,
and days are negotiable. Please .. Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.
call Stephanie at 703~ 7071. Now hiring on-campus reps. Call
for group· discounts. Information/
Gymnastic intructor needed for Reservations, 1-800-648-4849 or
Cincy area preschools (2-6 year www.ststravel.com
olds):. $15/hour. •Mu.st be energetic,
organized; feliable, and even.goofy!
Must have owri transportation. Call
502-376-9297 · or
e-mail
tumbietothemax@aol.com

Needed- a female Xavier student
who needs to live here in Cincinnati during the months of June, Juiy
and August~ Lease starts on June
l st. The house is on 1924 Hudson
Avenue, a short distance from campus. $350 per month plus utilities.
Totally refurnished. Call Jessica at
924-5830.

Help Wanted
Christmas Cash in exchange for
mint. CDs and LPs. ·Everybody's
Records pays top dollar. Huge selection of Rap, lndie-Rock, Reggae,
Jazz, R&B and Rock; plus posters,
stickers and buttons. 6106 Montgomery Road, Pleasant Ridge. 10%
off~ith this ad until December 15.
Full-time nanny needed for 4and 7-year-old children. this summer. Experience, good ~eferences
and good transportation is necessary. Excellent salary. E-m~il
Hanan at hkerr@cinci.rr.eom or call
her at 793-3537.

Travel
Spring Break 2005 Challenge!
Find a better price! Lowest prices,
free meals, free drinks, hottest par~
ties! Hiring reps- earn free trips and . .
cash! Call l-800-426-7710orvisit
www.sunsplashtours.com.

Apartments and houses- 2
Abercrombie and Fitch at
berooms through 8 bedrooms. Huge,
newly renovated deluxe rentals in .Rookwood is looking for people
safe, secure n~ighborhoods! Featur- who are fun, hardworking, and want
ing amenities such as: ceiling fans, a discount to become Impact Team
#1 Spring 'Break Vacations!
laundry, NC, lots of off-street park- members; We need motivated
ing, and fully equipped kitchens people available from 8 a.m. - 1 p.m. Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Bahawith new appliances. Exceptionally on Wednesday/Thursday, or 3 p.m. . mas; Florida. Campus Reps
nice! Ask about our move-in dis- · - 8 p.m. all other days. If interested, Wanted! Free Meals and Parties! . ·
counts. Call Ian at 388-9979 or 253- call Sean at 731-6888 to attend a 1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
group interview.
7368.

For
·.display
ads~, call
Eliza·beth·at·

745.~356·1

